A b s t r a c t -Scheduling a manufacturing system i s is decomposed into a series of subproblems that correspond to usually an NP-hard problem. This means that o n l y different levels of the hierarchy. The short term planning and the scheduling problems can are proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Peui nets have been recognized as a powerful tool for the specification, the modeling and the evaluation of discxte (i) custolnerst are huge and given by ratios event systems, especially manufacturing systems. An excellent survey on the subject can be found in Murata [61.
(i) ale types of are always the Silva and Valette [12] as well as Di Cesare et al.
[2] present a (iii) the goal is to maximize the throughput. thorough analysis on the subject.
The changes in the ratios are made in order to adjust the As far as modeling and evaluation are concerned, reLwchen production to dIe flow of dema,ds. ~1~i~ situation arrises, in usually classify the manufacturing systems in two types, particular, in food industry where the goal is to the namely the cyclic manufacturing systems, in which production while adjusting the ratios among products of the production rates are constant, and non cyclic inanufactuiing same fanlily, according to selling objectives which are defined systems, in which decisions are made to optimally meet everyday. customers' requirements.
Section 2 introduces the CO nets and shows how to use Cyclic manufacturing systems have been, widely studied in these nets to model non cyclic manufacturing The Hillion and al. [3] , Laftit and d . [41 and Proth and al. [91 problem is formulated in section 3. In section 4, we set the from an analytical p i n t of view. These authors showed Illat short p12ulning problem and present the continuous a cyclic manufacturing system can he modeled as an event 5, we that the optimal graph. They also proposed several heuristic algorithms, as throughput is reachable a constrained well as a branch and bound approach, tc) maximize the (COM), we propose a sclleduling algorithm which lea& throughput while minimizing a linear combination of the to the optimal tilroughput. ~~~~~i~a l are given in markings. These approaches have been developed in the sectiorl 6. sectiorl 7 is conclusion.
deterministic case, i.e. in the case when the firing times of the transitions are deterministic. Further researches have been conducted in the case when the firing times are stochastic: for more infoimatiou, see Note that the basic results used to develop the research on the detenninistic case are due to Commoner and al. [11 and RananoordiY <and al. 1111 , to quote only the most important ones. Note also that perturbation analysis is widely used in the stochastic case. For more information on perturbation analysis, see for instance Suii [13] and the related references. The goal when analysing non cyclic manufacturing systems
Work-In-Process (WIP). Since the size of non Cyclic
A con&ollable net is a net having two types of places: h e manufacturing systems is usually very large, as cornpared to process places and The process places cyclic manufacturing systems, a hierarchical production contain tokens I.epresent part the resoUTCe places management approach is commonly used to solve this kind contain tokens which represent resources. In ais paper, the of problems. The literature on the subject is huge. In the or,ly resC)urceS used are the hierarchical framework, the global decision marking process Formally, a CO net is denoted by G = (P U R, T, F, MO), where P is the set of process places, R is the set of resource places, T is the set of transitions, F is the set of arcs, and MO is the initial marking. G is a CO net if the following conditions hold: (Kl) V t E T, 3 r E R s.t. (t,r) E F and (r,t) E F. Thus, for each transition, there exists a resource place which is an input place and an output place of the transition. (K2) m ( r ) 2 1, V r E R. Each resource place contains initially at least one token. In this paper, we assume that each resource place contains exactly one token.
(K3) The subnet G' = (P, T, F', MO), where F is the restriction of^ to (P x T) u (T x P) and MO is the restriction of MO to the process places, is an acyclic graph. We will see that this acyclic graph is not a connected graph in our application.
(K4) There exists TI c T s.t. "t = 0 , V t E TI, and To c T s.t. to = 0 , V t E To. Furthermore:
We denote by Ot (resp. 9) the set of input places (resp. transitions) o f t (resp. p). We also denote by to (resp. po) the set of output places (resp. transitions) of t (resp. p).
TI is the set of input transitions and To the set of output transitions of G. It is easy to prove that a CO net is consistent, live, reversible, and can be kept bounded (see Proth et al. [lo] Note that usually several machines can perform a given operation, and that a machine can be used to perform different operations. The time required to perform an operation may be different from one machine to another.
As far as manufacturing systems are concemed, the following constraints hold:
(i) an operation is completely performed on the Same machine, and an operation which starts should be completed without any break, i.e. preemption is not allowed,
(ii) at most one operation is performed on each machine at a time.
When modeling a manufacturing process, a transition represents a pair (operation,machine), and the firing time of the transition is the time needed to perform the operation on the machine. As a consequence, one operation is represented by as many transitions as the number of machines which can perform this operation. All these transitions have a common input place and common output place which contain respectively the semi-finished product before and after performing the operation. The output places whose output transitions belong to To contain finished products.
A token which represents one unit of raw material is introduced in the system by firing an input transition, while a token which represents a finished product leaves the system by firing an output transition.
To illustrate the modeling of a manufacturing process, let us consider the part of the manufacturing process represented in Fig. 1 which starts with raw materials H1 and H2 and ends with component C3. Let us assume that 0 1 can be performed using either machine M1 or machine M2, the manufacturing times being respectively 2 and 3 units of time. Let us also assume that 0 2 is only perfomed on machine M3 (manufacturing time 4), 0 3 either on M2 (time 5 ) or M3 (time 4), and A1 either on M4 (time 1) or M5 (time 2). The related model is represented in Fig. 2 . In this model, P1 (resp. Ps) contains tokens which represent the raw material H1 (resp. H2). Assuming that = stands here for "represents", we have: ti (Mi, 0 1 ) ; t2 (M2. 0 1 ) : 13 (M2, 03):
Tokens in P3 represent components C1 while tokens in P6 represent components C2 and tokens in P4 represent components C3. Each time to fires corresponds to a unit of C3 leaving this part of the system. R i (i = 1,2,3,4,5) are the resource places. Each resource place contains one token: this prevents the machines to be used for manufacturing more than one product at a time. For instance, the firing of tl represents operation 0 1 performed on M1. During the time t l is firing, there is no token in RI, which means that another firing of tl cannot start. When the firing of tl ends, a token appears in R1 and tl can start firing again if there is at least one token in PI: this means that machine M1 is idle and that another operation can start on the same machine. Similarly, when t2 fires, it means that 0 1 is performed on M2. During the time t2 is firing, the token in R2 vanishes, which prevents another firing of t2 (i.e. the use of M2 to perform 0 1 one more time simultaneously), or a firing of t3 (i.e. the use of M2 to perform 0 3 while M2 is already used to perform 02). When a resource place R has only one input/output transition t, (R,t) is called a self-loop. When a transition does not share a resource place with another transition, we associate a self-loop to this transition. For the sake of simplicity, we do not represent the self-loops from now on.
Note that the partial model of the manufacturing process is a CO net. We can easily prove that the model of the complete manufacturing process, or the model of a set of manufacturing processes using the sane set of machines, is also a CO net, each output transition corresponding to one part type. In such a CO net, a minimal t-invariant is a routing. If we consider the conditions which hold for a CO net from the point of view of a manufacturing svstem. we can see that:
(KI) and (~2 ) prevent a machine t from performing more than one operation at a time; G' is the set of manufacturing processes ( (K3)); It is possible to introduce raw material in the system (by firing transitions which belong to TI) and to exit finished products from the system (by firing transitions of To). The process places guarantee that any semi-finished product can wait in front of the next machine (condition (K4)); Finally, (KS) guarantees that it is possible to manufacture a product type without being obliged to manufacture another type of product. (KS) also guarantees that all the available routings can be used.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let Tt be the CO net model of a manufactuiiiig system S .
If the number of part types to be miufactured is N, then I TcJ = N, where To is the set of output transitions of Tt.
To illustrate the problem, we will use the model prewited in Figure 3 in the remainder of the paper. This model concerns two product types W1 and Wz. W1 is obtained by performing two operations 0 1 and 0 2 . 0 1 can be perfomed either on machine M1 or on machine M2, while 0 2 is performed only on machine M3. W2 results from the assembly of two components C1 and C2. Component C1 is obtained by performing operation 0 3 on M2, while C2 is the result of operation 0 4 performed on M4. The assembly operation 0 5 is performed on M3. We assume that we know, for each product type i, the ratio p, to be manufactured during a given period Y. et is the time required to fire transition t E T. We assume that et is deterministic. The goal is to find a schedule which maximizes the throughput of the system and meets the required ratios while keeping the marking as small as possible. From a pratical point of view, the goal is to maximize the productivity and meet the required ratios while minimizing the Work-In-Process (WIP). 
IV. CONTIhTJOUS FORMULATION OF THE PLANNING PROBLEM
If nt is the number of times t E T fires during period Y, the planning problem to be solved can be written as follows, and is referred to as 33 in the following of this paper:
f i x np, where t* is any of the transitions belonging to To,
such that:
1 -v q E R, C n t e , < Y t R includes the places belonging to a self-loop.
--2 -v~~ P, E n , = C n t (3)
(4) where (p,,,(t) is the maximal firing frequency oft, and La] represents the greatest integer less than or equal to a. These frequencies are known for t E TI. seTo SET^ where pt is the ratio pi if product type i corresponds to output transition t.
(1) indicates that we want to maximize the number of firings of one of the output transitions, which results in maximizing the number of firings of all the output transitions, since the firing of the output transitions verify the given ratios.
Constraints (2) are the capacity constraints. They mean that any machine cannot be busy for a time greater than the manufacturing period Y. €+ is assumed to be deterministic.
( 3 ) indicate that if operation Oj follows operation 0, on a product P, then the number of times 0, is performed is equal to the number of times 0, is performed. This results in keeping the buffer levels strictly positive, which is desirable since buffers are supposed to absorb random events.
Inequalities (4) are the constraints on the number of firings of the input transitions. They guarantee that this number can be reached taking into account the flow of raw material arriving in the system. Finally, inequalities (5) are introduced to make sure that the ratios reached are as close as possible to the desired ratios.
The planning problem P does not take into account the scheduling of the parts on the machines, but only the load of the Inacliines. As a consequence, the productivity derived from the optimal solution of P may be not feasible, xicl is an upper bound of the optimal solution of our scheduling problem. We consider the continuous formulation of the planning problem, that is the formulation in terms of frequencies. at) is the firing frequency of t. The problem is formulated a s follows:
?"lax cp(t*) for a t * E To, (1') such that:
This problem is referred t o as Pc in the reinainder of this paper. Note that P is an integer linear programming problem while Pc is a real linear programming problem. Thus Pc, unlike P, is easy to solve.
The following result connect the optimal solution of Pc to the optimal solution of P. Proof. Let { f i J t E~ be the optimal solution to problem P. Then (fi,/Y = cp(t)lteT is a feasible solution to problem PC since: inequalities (2') hold for cp(t) if inequalities (2) hold for A, since (2') is derived from (2) by dividing both sides of the inequality by Y.
Result 1. Assunzing that t *~ T o is

similary, inequalities (3') hold for q(t) if inequalities (3)
hold for fit.
-inequalities (4) Q.E.D.
V. A SCHEDULING FOR OPTIMAL PRODUCTIVITY
In this subsection, we show how to take advantage of the optimal solution of the continuous problem PC to maximize the productivity of the system. More precisely, we will prowe that: (i) it is possible to reach the flows which are the optimal solutions to problem Pc in a limited time, and (ii) it is possible to derive a scheduling process from the previous result in order to reach the optimal flows while keeping the WIP a s small as possible.
(i) Assuming that the cp,,(t) are rational numbers, that the ratios pt are also rational numbers, ' and that Y is also rational, we know that there exists an optimal solution ((p (t)JtET whose cornponents are rational. Thus these flows can be written as (p (t) = al(t) / a2(t), where al(t) and a2(t) are integer values. Let A be the lowest common multiple (LCM) of the set ( p ( t ) J t E~ of integer values. Then (p (I) = B(t) / A for any t E T, where B(t) is an integer value.
Reaching the ontimal flows of PcFrom inequalities (2') we derive:
These inequalities show that each t E qo can be fire B(t) times during period A without any overlap between firings, assuming that enough tokens are available in each p E P n Yq0).
From eaualities (3'). we obtain:
Thus, the total number of firings of the transitions of po duriug period A is the same for any p belonging to the model of the same manufacturing process.
For instance, if we refer to Fig. 3 , the total number of firings of t 1 and t2 during period A is the same as the number of firings of t? during the same period. Likewise, the number of firings of t4, t5 and t6 during period A are the same, but they are usually different from the number of firings of t j .
Since one output transition corresponds to one manufacturing process, we refer to this number of firings by NA(t), t E To. We also refer to a place p, which belongs to the same manufacturing process model as t E To, as a predecessor of t, and we refer to t E To as a successor of p. We now assume that initially each p E P contains NA(t) tokens, where t E To is a successor of p. Some of these tokens are real tokens, i.e. tokens which compose the initial marking. Place p contains Mo(p) such tokens, where MO is the initial marking of the system. The remainder, that is NA(t) -Mo(p), are artificial tokens. These artificial tokens can fire the transitions exactly as real tokens do.
If Mo(p) > NA(t), then all the tokens are real, and we consider that Mo(p) -NA(t) tokens are frozen in place p: they will never be used. Furthermore, since we assume that there is no limit on raw material, and since the firing time of the input transitions is equal to 0, we can assume that they ae NA(t) real tokens in any place p E (t*)', where t* E TI and t E To belongs to the same manufacturing process model as t*. We now consider the following constrained operating mode (COM). At the beginning of each period A, we start firing the NA(t) tokens contained in each place. Transitions fire as soon as they are enabled, but we do not allow a token to fire more than one transition during the same period A. Thus, the NA(t) real or artificial tokens which are in a place p = to E P predecessor o f t E TI, at the beginning of a period A, will be available in (PO)" n P at the beginning of the next period A, and so on. As a consequence, the set of tokens which fire an output transition are composed only with real tokens at the latest after a time K.A, where K is the maximal number of places minus 1 on the paths joining the input transitions to the output transition under consideration, each path being included in only one manufacturing process model. We assume that the output transitions, whose firing times are equal to zero, fire as soon as they are enabled.
For instance, if we consider Figure 3 , both t : , and t :
, will be fired with real tokens at the latest after a time 2.A. This means that, under the constrained operating mode previously described, the system is in a steady state which meets the optimal flows solution of problem Pc at the latest at time 2.A. This, of course, remains if transitions fire as soon as they are enabled and if we relax the COM.
Thus, result 2 holds. Since the optimal value of the criterion of Pc provides an upper bound of the optimal value of the criterion of P, since the optimal value of the criterion of P gives an upper bound of the optimal criterion of the scheduling problem, and since we exhibit a schedule whose criterion value reaches the upper bound provided by the optimal solution of Pc, we can cleam that this schedule is optimal.
Result 3. The previous schedule is optimul at the latest .front time K.A onwards.
(ii) A schedulinq nroces From the previous subsection, it turns out that, if each p E P contains initially NA(t) tokens, where t E To is the successor of p, then the system is in steady state from time 0 onwards. Indeed, this statement also holds if we relax the COM by allowing a token to fire a transition more than once during the same period A.
The first goal is to minimize the total number of tokens which are initially in the places of P while keeping the system in steady state from time 0 onwards. We will then show how to reach these state whatever the initial marking is. We first propose an heuristic algorithm to minimize the total number of tokens.
a. MinimizinP the total number of tokens Assume that initially Mo(p) = NA(t), for any p E P, where
We simulate the system following the rule presented -when an event arises at time z, that is when a token appears in a resource place r, we consider the subset T,* of ro such that, if t E T,*, the number n,(z) of firing starts of transition t until time z is less than (P (t).A.
-ifT,*=, -no action is taken, and we wait for the next event. Dtherwise, we compute:
t, E T,* such that: t E To is the successor of p.
hereafter: st(7) = (p (t).Z -n,(z) for each t E T,* and we start firing st, ( 7 ) = M q st (7) Note that, if Tr'b # 0, then st,(t) > 0. We perform the simulation on a period A and keep, for each p E P, the minimal marking M,(p) during this period.
Thus, if MO@) = NA(t) -M,,(p), for any p E P, the system is in steady state from time 0 onwards and the productivity is maximal, assuming that the above scheduling rule (6) holds.
We refer to this marking as the reduced initial marking. t eTr b. Controlling the transient SLIn the previous subsection, we defined a reduced initial marking which guarantees that the system is in steady state a$ soon as the system starts running, assuming that a idle transition starts firing as soon as it is enabled.
Unfortunately, due to machine breakdowns andor the discrepancy between the scheduling decisions and their application andor the changes in the production ratios, it may happen that Uie initial marking Ro is different from thc reduced initial marking MO related to the production ratios to be met. In this case, we have to control the transient state which will move the marking from k o to MO.
Let iit be the number of firings which should be prfomed on t E T to reach the marking MO. The following relations hold: Let us considere to E To and p E P such that there exists a directed path from to t o which does not contain a resource place ( j5 is essor of to). We denote by P( p,b) c P the set of places which belong to this path. Then, by adding side by side relationships (7) for all the p E P( F,to), we obtain:
Relationship (8) holds for any p E P and tC) E To, where p is a predecessor of b. The number of relationships (8) 
p€PGto) where K is the snwllest positive integer which vel-ifies (9) .
Consequently, we can reach the steady state by firing the transitions of p, p E P, as soon as they are enabled, until Cii, firings are performed. If a conflict arise, the SE(' jj transition to be fired is chosen at random. The steady state starts when, for any p E P, the transitions of " p have been fired Cii, times.
c. The scheduling algorithm The scheduling algorithm has three main steps: 1. We first apply the heuristic algorithm provided in subsection 5.a. in order to define the so called nvlucwl marking. 2. We then apply result 4 in order to reach the steady state.
3. We then continue to fire the transitions on a EOM (Earliest Oprerating Mode) basis : in other words, we fire the transitions as soon as they are enabled.
The algorithm stops as soon as either customers' requirements, or the horizon Y. are reached.
VI. S O M E NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We consider the model given in Fig. 4 . In this figure, the resource places are not represented for simplicity. This model represents a system of 6 machines performing 3 types of products. The machines related to each transition, as well as the corresponding firing times, are given iu the figure.
A. First exanzple
In this run, the ratios are: <0.2 ; 0.2 ; 0.2 ; 0.2 ; 0.2> The initial marking is: <o, 3, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 2, o>
The computation leads to the following reduced marking: <o, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 2, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 3, o> The time needed to reach the steady state is 2 = 24. Periodicity in steady state: A = 23. We consider the output transition tb.
The firing frequency is: in transient state: 3 / 2 = 0.125 in steady state: 3 / A = 0.130
B. Extension of the previous example
We keep the same ratios as in the previous example, but we modify the initial marking. The results are given in Table 1 . In this paper, we propose a scheduling algorithm which: (i) defines a reduced marking which allows to maximize the firing frequency by firing the transitions as soon as they are enabled :
(ii)moves the initial marking to the reduced marking (transient state) ;
(ii) continues the firing process by firing the transitions as soon as they are idle, which is possible since the reduced marking guarantees that an idle transition is also enabled. Further research will focus on the study of an algorithm which will guarantee that the reduced marking is minimal. This should be possible by adjusting the starts of the transition firing at the expense of an additional computation complexity.
Other investigations should be conducted to see if the strategy which consists of targeting the steady state, and then of continuing on an EOM basis, is the one which leads to the best global frequency. 
